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Will you have a
place to live at
UAH next year?
By Cybil Watkins 'home away from
Staff Writer

If you are going to
be a junior or senior
next year, living space
on campus for you is
not guaranteed. The
Resident Student As
sociation at UAH, is
responsible for plac
ing students either at
CCRH or Southeast
Housing; however,
due to an increase in
enrollment of fresh
man each year, hous
ing for upperclassmen is becoming
more .and more
sparse.
Freshman have pri
ority at both CCRH
and Southeast Hous
ing because the R.S.A
feels that "they be
long on campus at
least their first year to
acclimate
them
selves." So what hap
pens to students who
are turned down from
on-campus housing
due to a shortage of
living space?
Well, this year a
number of students
had to make their
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home' at the Bevill
Center, although the
number has been re
duced to a mere
"handful" of stu
dents. If this matter
concerns you, you
may want to start
thinking about mov
ing into an apartment
off-campus.
CCRH offers single
suites for $1,390 per
semester, and single
bedroom, four person
suites for $1,225 per
semester. Southeast
Housing runs $780
per person, per se
mester. So, living on
campus is a pretty
good deal, however, if
you're worried about
not making the cut,
here are some price
averages on off-cam
pus apartments.
The average price
for a one-bedroom
apartment is approxi
mately between $450
and $550 per month.
A
two-bedroom
apartment is roughly
between $475 and
$550 per month, and
a three-bedroom is
around $700 per
month. But be careful,
often you get what
you pay for, and some
apartments will be
more or less, than the
aforementioned fig
ure for good reasons.
Check out amenities,
crime rates, and talk
to other residents if
possible.

Student body to vote on
the new SGA constitution
By Amy Beth
Lloyd
News Editor
January
nine
teenth and twentieth
will see the return of
voting booths to
campus. From 9am
until 5pm both days,
students will be able
to vote at one of four
campus locations.
Booths will be set up
at Morton Hall, the
University Center,
Technology Hall,
and the Administra
tive Science Build
ing.
Copies of the con
stitution will be dis

tributed by members
of the Student Gov
ernment Association
over the next week.
Copies will be left in
various campus loca
tions and several will
be distributed in each
of the colleges. The
constitution can also
be read online at the
SGA website which is
www.uah.edu/SGA.
The biggest change
seen in the new con
stitution is the divi
sion of the SGA into a
two house system.
Students will be rep
resented in two ways.
They will be repre
sented both by their

UAH Students Jennifer Sharp and A my Duggar look over
the online version of the new constitution. (Photo by Amy
Beth Lloyd)

college and their clas- to thirty-five. The insification, freshman crease in legislatures
through graduate stu will allow students
dents. The number of
See Constitution,
legislatures will in
page 5
crease from fourteen

Alabama recognized for
high standards in education
Thomas B. Fordham
Foundation
pre
sented Alabama and
News Writer
the aforementioned
On January 6,2000, states with this exem
Alabama Governor plary recognition in
Don Siegelman an their annual State of
nounced that Ala State Standards report.
bama has been recog The Fordham Foun
nized—along with dation is a private
four other states—as foundation that pro
being one of the select vides reform assis
states that combines, tance for both el
as
stated
in ementary and sec
Siegelman's press re ondary education for
lease, "good educa all U.S. states via re
tion standards with search, publications,
strong accountabil and projects of action.
Among the reasons
ity." Alabama has
been awarded this that Alabama was
honor along with chosen for this honor
California, North was its increase in an
Carolina, South Caro overall academic
lina, and Texas. The score of C- in 1998 to

By Jennifer
Roberts-Toews

a B- in 1999, surpass
ing the average grade
of C- for all states.
Also, the State of State
Standards 2000 report
cited Alabama as an
"Honor Roll" state,
adding that while
Alabama ranks fifth
in its combination of
"solid standards and
strong accountabil
ity," there remain 42
states whose expecta
tions for K-12 stu
dents have been
deemed "mediocre or
inferior" in most sub
jects.
Siegelman
re
sponded
to
Alabama's recogni
tion by the Fordham
Foundation by stating

the following: "This
report signifies a posi
tive start and is good
news, because it dem
onstrates that our ef
forts to hold educa
tion accountable are
working. Standards
without accountabil
ity wouldn't amount
to much. I am pleased
to see that Alabama
has now begun to
make the grade."
Siegelman closed
his statements by
adding that "In this
next legislative ses
sion, I'm going to con
tinue to focus my
agenda on educa
tional accountability,
and we will continue
to move forward."
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Reverend Fred Shuttlesworth to speak today
By Amy Beth
Lloyd

I

The Exponent

Today at 3:30 in the
University Center Ex
hibit Hall, there will
be a program honor
ing Dr. Martin Luther
King, Jr. The program
will feature civil
rights veteran Fred
Shuttlesworth.
R e v e r a n d
Shuttlesworth who
aided in the organiza
tion of the Montgomerv bus boycott and
demonstrations
which contributed to
the passage of the
Civil Rights Bill and
the Voting Rights Act
of 1965.
Shuttlesworth will
speak about his role in
the civil rights move
ment and his relation
ship with Dr. King.
Shuttlesworth is an

Alabama native and
has been a minister
for fifty years. The
1954 Supreme Court
case of "Brown vs. the
Board of Education"
which
outlawed
school desegregation
key
in
was
Shuttlesworth's deci
sion to become in
volved in the civil
rights movement.
This
decision
caused many hard
ships
in
the
reverend's life.
His home was
bombed by terrorists
and he was both
stabbed and arrested
several times. When
Shuttlesworth at
tempted to enroll his
children at Phillips
High School in 1957,
he
was
chain
whipped by an angry
mob on a Birming
ham public street.
Although during

in jail.
"Several times they
put a vagrancy war
rant against me to
keep me in jail. .Iwas
in jail so many times I
quit counting after
twenty. But I knew
what they were do
ing, and it wasn't go-

Help Wanted!
The Exponent is now hiring for the posi
tion of assistant layout editor. Must have
experience with either Adobe
PageMaker or QuarkXPress. Contact
Dauphne Rogers, editor-in-chief at 8906090 or email at rogersc@email.uah.edu

Rev. Fred Shuttlesworth to speak at Martin Luther King,
Jr. daij program. (Photo courtesyof Universityof Alabama
Press)

this same incident his
wife was stabbed and
policemen witnessed
these events, no one
was ever convicted of
these crimes.
Despite
such

events and being ar
rested over thirty
times, Shuttlesworth
continued his work.
Often
vagrancy
charges were used as
a means to keep him
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ing to stop me."
To hear more, come
by the university Cen
ter Exhibit Hall at
three-thirty today.
The event, sponsored
by the Office of
Multicultural Affairs
is free and open to the
public.

Alabama
CREDIT union
Alabama Credit Union proudly serves UAH students with a variety of financial products and convenient services, all
available at the lowest cost the credit union can provide.
Free checking and a no-transaction-fee VISA ATM/Check Card. No-fee ATMs at the University Center,
B at the credit union's campus drive-up, any ATM on the AVAIL1* no-surcharge network, and at any Credit Union
Service Center* ATM, nationwide. And UAH Charger checks! Overdraft protection loans are available
(may require a cosigner).
Plus, Call24 - our free electronic teller service - and much, much more.
BIL
So when you arrive on campus, make Alabama Credit Union one of your first stops. After all
... can't you find a better use of your money than paying some bank's high fees?

851 South Loop Road
(256) 890-6518
Fax (256) 890-6566
www.alabamacu.com
Open Monday - Thursday, 9 a.m. - 5 p.m
Friday, 9 a.m. - 5:30 p.m.

1\
2<
' Gl
Member accounts federally insured to $100,000 by the National Credit Union Administration,
an agency of the U.S. Government. Accounts additionally insured to $250,000 by American Share
Insurance. We do business in accordance with the Federal Fair Flouting Law and Equal Credit
Opportunity Act. For complete account disclosures, contact Alabama Credit Union.
Loans subject to credit approval.
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Von Braun display now at UAH Art Gallery
By Dauphne
Rogers

images, and audience
participation.
Editor-in-chief
"Von Braun and the
U.S. Army" consists
UAH is hosting the of twenty panels, each
exhibit, "Von Braun a montage of repro
and the U.S. Army: ductions of historic
Laying the Founda photographs, docu
tion of America's ments, and notes. Al
Space Program," in though a few photo
the University Center graphs are included
Gallery through Feb from Von Braun's
ruary 6. The display, childhood, youth, and
which was developed time
spent
at
by the U.S. Army Peenemunde, the
Aviation and Missile main emphasis is on
Command Public Af the period during
fairs Office, is part of which Von Braun
a year long "V on worked for the U.S.
Braun Celebration of Army, in particular
the Arts and Sciences" his contribution to the
that began last July.
continuing develop
The exhibit went ment of the V-2 mis
on display January 10, sile.
and an opening recep
In 1945, the U.S.
tion was held January Army brought Von
11 in the University Braun and his team of
The U.S. Army was
Center.
German scientists to the first national
Richard Curtis, the United States at
agency to involve
University of North the end of World War
America in space.
Alabama art student, II under "Operation
Army scientists de
created a half-hour Paperclip".
veloped the early
performance piece
Von Braun worked theories and tech
that was given as part in missile research for
nologies that allowed
of the reception.
the next fifteen years. America to send as
Titled "Is There His first location was
tronauts into space
Space for Rockets?" at Fort Bliss, Texas. He
and bring them back
the lighthearted event then came to the
safely through their
included original po Redstone Arsenal in
missile research.
etry, slide and video Alabama.
Dr. Wernher Von

Space Flight Center archives
of
was activated at AMCOM's Historical
Redstone Arsenal on Office, the HuntsvilleJuly 1, I960.
Madison
County
According to Dr. Public Library, and
Kaylene Hughes, the U.S. Space and
AMCOM historian, it Rocket Center.
was during this short
Dr.
Ernst
thirty month period Stuhlinger, an original
that the U.S. Army member of the Ger
"placed four earth man rocket team, who
satellites into orbit; brought his personal
launched the Free insight to the project
World's first lunar and provided many
probe and the first so of the photographs relar satellite; launched produced for the
three primates into show.
space, two of which
"Von Braun and the
were recovered alive; U.S. Army" has been
initiated effort on a 1.5 on display in the
million pound thrust Huntsville Times Gal
booster designed for lery, the Huntsvillean exploration vehicle Madison
County
(later named Saturn); Public Library Gal
and began work on lery, and the Huntsthe launch vehicle
Braun and the United which would carry ville-Madison County
States Army laid the the first men into Senior Center Gallery.
Further information
foundation
of space.
may
be obtained by
America's space pro
The Von Braun ex contacting
Ji m
gram during the pe hibit presents an over
Bowne,
AMCOM
riod
from 1945 view of these and
Public Affairs Office,
through 1960.
other events that had at 955-9173.
Explorer I, the Free a profound effect on
The University
World's first satellite, the world.
Center
Gallery at
was launched on
The display also UAH is open to the
January 31, 1958 by provides insight into
Monday
the United States the life of a man public
through
Saturday
Army.
NASA's whose achievements
George C. Marshall in space exploration from 8:30am until
10pm and Sundays
earned
him
a
place
in
from 10am until 7pm.
Constitution, continued from page 1
history few others Admission is free.
will achieve.
to be represented in a SGA President bePlease call the
proposed is up to the sent to the adminis
more thorough man- lieves, "This constituThe historical con UAH Art Department
times and will offer tration to be ap
ner. Also, the increase tion is in the best intent for the display at 890-6114 for more
more opportunity to proved.
of positions allows terest of the students. the students."
was drawn from the information.
room FOR more stu- It is going to make
UAH
has
UAH
has seen
seen
7
government
involved
„„ • ^
more effective and it's
r
Geoff Morris, SGA going to enable stu-

of S theR U i e an ' H n
of the Rules and Revisions committee, explains the benefits of
this new system. We
will always have a
student government
that is experienced

because we will have
elections for legislative offices in both fall
and spring, so we will
never have a student
government associa
tion that's totally out
of session."
Nathan Bowen,

many changes since
the present constitution was put into ef

sp.
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HELP WANTED!

ice
your resume.Gain valuable experience work
d e n t g o v e r n m e n t t 0 feet
ing ior The Exponent. News and entertainment writ
almost a decade
grow as the school ago. Enrollment has
ers, assistant layout editor, and assistant sales associ
grows. If you look at grown smnTficantlv
ated needed. Contact us at 890-6090 or send email to
what kind of school and the new conshtu
our school was when tion has been de
Dauphne Rogers, editor-in-chief at rogersc@email.
the constitution was signed to reflect this
uah.edu; Amy Beth Lloyd, news editor at lloyda®
put into place com- " and other changes
email.uah.edu; Emily Gaither, entertainment editor at
pared to our school
If the student body
right now, the consti- passes the proposed
egaither@cs.uah.edu; Jennifer Sharp, layout editor at
tution that is being constitution it will be
sharpjl@email.uah.edu; or Aletha Pardue, adveristing
I manager at above number for more information. Good
communication skills and two hours or less per week
| required for writers. For assistant layout editor, pers°n must have experience with either Adobe
PageMaker or QuarkXPress. Hours for assistant layout editor will be discussed upon application.
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By Joshua Jones
News Writer

2000,
Norton updating. I was really
CleanSweep 2000 & impressed bv t h i s (J

u„At
Much to my disap-

Norton Web Services ture. Since hackers Sbfeto!del 7T 7
2000 as well as a bo- and crackers are con- wondef
7'1
Back in the days of
DOS and WO Lb of
RAM, keeping a set of
Norton
Utilities
handy was a must,
Every time I got to
tinkering with my
computer and acci
dentally
deleted
formatting'a°diskn
was always able to recover with Norton
Utilities. When I was
asked to do a software

Vi"

claims that Norton
SystemWorks is a
package of five utilities, it feels much
more like one appliestion with a lofof capabilities.
I must admit that I

XXI

O i l

d ba^e

detected
^®m^Norton Utilihowaver was
VCry lmPressive. I
™as *mazed bV how
'"formation it
m6
T7
OvemBHfrTih
M Overall I think that
Norton

polmTdto'flndthat an|Jneeded uPdating- SystemWorks, which
Cn sJstemWoS 7°Se to uPdate ^ currently sells for
only worked in t e n
^ $53'95 witha$20mail
rebate' is a g°od
Win95/98 since I have !") >
f U
Windows NT on mv a n d '
complete package to have,

777
EH
windo^agT^
7 ,

review of Norton
SystemWorks 2000, I
eagerly jumped at the
opportunity. Knowmg how much computers have improved since the 80's
I wanted to see if the
Norton legacy had
managed to keep up.
n
,7N o~ r 1t uo 11
SystemWorks 2000 is
a suite of five easyto-use utilities m one
fully integrated suite
says Symantec, the
makers of Norton
products. The suite
includes
Norton
Antivirus
2000,
Norton Utilities
2000,
wimuw^uu,
Norton CrashGuard

the An'tiVh^s'wilfbe'
able to detect the Lr
est
thH f
L.veUpdate informed
me that t h e r e
s'vera comTonEnK
of my
SystemWorks
y
,,
• "were
•y outdated
;orKS
that
that were outdated

personal machine. I
did manage to scav
On re
enge around and installed oTth™
come up with two tern,
Norton
Win95 machines to WinDoctor remains
test the software on. I active in the backstarted out by install- ground constantly
ing the entire suite, monitoring for probwhich took about 30 lems.
Norton
minutes.
WinDoctor uses 6 MB
the installation of memorv Nnrfnn
was extremely easy, SystemWorks uses 23
having a very user- MB of memory when
friendly interface. Af- loaded, which was
ter I finished the in- crippling to the maS t a 1 1 a t i o n , chine with 16 MB of
LiveUpdate, part of RAM I tested it on
the Norton Web Ser- Next I copied some
vices,
contacted zipped viruses to my
Symantec's site to see desktop and ran
ii
cuiy of
ui the
uie ixorton
if any
Norton Norton Antivirus on
SystemWorks needed
r~\ r\^\A ^ A

i_l

^7 Treasurer

Xerox s Palo Alto Re

^ 7"

iSn,t

the

Powerhouse Norton
Pr°dUCtS USed t0 be'

and

se t up to help find
jobs and internships,
It will feature experts
from a wide array of
professions.
This conference is
®Ponsored by the
Feminist Majority

Foundatlon'which

°rSamzatlon

ern feminist move-

why the participation
of college students is
key in accomplishing
one of the main goals
of this conference.
If you would like to
attend this conference
with the UAH group

« contact Rose Norman
(MH 215), Layla Skin-

tha*

%££££'"
tbr°Ugh
research, ogy, 890-6190). °C1°
education, and action.
Or for further deDr. Rose Norman, tails and to register
who is heading up the online, see http://
group from UAH that www.feminist org/
^"7
e x p o 2 0 07/
sh
* exPo2°00.html,orcall
shaping up to be the 703/52? 9?1A
j
\
or
2214
or
Woodstock
J" E
H™
Woodstock of
of femiwrite
Feminist' Expo
nism for the new mil- 2000, 1600 Wilson
lenmum".
Blvd, Ste. 801, ArlingOver 200 exhibit ton, VA 22209.
T A J

Read
The Exponent online!
exponent.uah.edu

Don't Put Vour
Baby's Health
Qn The Line.
Get Prenatal Care Early
Call 1-800-311 -2229
Confidential
?/ Yourself
Zare of Your Baby
5I
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College officials admit: instructor should have
let Islamic student pray in class before speech
TMS Campus

Mich. (TMS) — Offi have decided an in
cials at Washtenaw structor there made a
WASHTENAW, Community College mistake in asking an
Islamic student not to
pray in class.
The student, Syria
native
Saousan
Kiwan, uttered a brief
prayer — a common
phrase used by Mus
lims that means "In
the name of God, the
most merciful, the
most gracious" — be
fore making a presen
tation in October. Af
ter the presentation,
the instructor, Margo
Winnard Czinski,
took Kiwan aside and
told her that she
should pray privately,
If you, or someone you know, has suffered frauma from
school officials said.
an abortion, we can help! Our trained volunteers provide
When Kiwan refused,
FREE, CONFIDENTIAL post-abortion counseling.
Czinski followed up
Also, FREE PREGNANCY
with a letter to Kiwan
TESTS! Cod 533-3526
/Sav-A-Llfe
explaining
the separaof North Alabama
tion of church and
2006 Franklin Street, Suite 204, Hurrtsville • choosel@hiwaay.net
state in the United

Think you have
nothing to lose with
ABORf/CW?

Fellow Students of U.A.H.
We Are Praying For You!

States.
Kiwan eventually
dropped the class and
filed a complaint with
the Council on Ameri
can-Islamic Relations
in Washington, which
demanded an investi
gation of the matter.
Two weeks after
council made known
its stance, community
college officials an
nounced that Czinski

was wrong.
Washtenaw's presi
dent,
Larry
Whitworth,
said
Czinski confused the
expression of
a
student's personal be
lief with proselytiz
ing, which the college
bars. Whitworth said
the college would dis
tribute to all instruc
tors a statement on
what the separation

of church and state
means and clarify
what is appropriate
religious expression
in the classroom.
Whitworth said per
sonal prayer in the
class is fine, but
prayer including the
entire classroom is
not.
© TMS Campus
2000

Plans of a faith-based initiative
Tribune News
Services
PHILADELPHIA,
PENNSYLVANIA —
Newly elected Mayor
John Street is plan
ning one of the
country's most ambi
tious efforts ever to
use faith-based orga
nizations, including
churches^ synagogues
and mosques, in a co
ordinated assault on
chronic urban prob
lems.
A veteran Demo

crat and devout Sev
enth Day Adventist
sworn
in
as
Philadelphia's 97th
mayor last week,
Street said his admin
istration would estab
lish a new office
charged with mobiliz
ing an estimated 2,100
religious congrega
tions to tackle social
problems in the
nation's fifth-largest
city.
City officials envi
sion thousands of vol
unteers working to fill

The Christian Student Organization
Invites You To Attend a Series on

Pregnant?

Releasing the Captive

Catholic Family Services
offers
Free counseling and adoption services
Choice of adoptive parents
Licensed non-profit since 1928
Choice of confidential or open adoption

536-0073

a variety of social
needs, converting vacant buildings to
housing for homeless
families or other uses,
or providing afterschool programs,
meals and computer
facilities for school
children.
Religious groups
already have been
used to tackle nag
ging urban problems
by cities such as Bos
ton and Indianapolis.
Street vowed to
work to create strong
neighborhoods free
from blight, empty
houses, trash-strewn
lots and abandoned
cars—problems that
were neglected for
eight years as former
Mayor
Edward
Rendell focused on
reclaiming the city s
fiscal solvency nod
economic vitality.
© 1999, Tribune
News Services, 2000

The Kev
To Overcoming Your Adversary
To Relinquishing Little White Lies
To Safe Sex
To Liberation From Life Under the Influence
To Coming Out of the Closet
(A few topics to be covered)
Meet us in room 126 of the University Center
7:00pm Tuesday nights

Let Freedom Reignl

Fellowship
3616 Holmes Ave. • 533-5117 STffl

•
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Sports
Chargers hoops on a roll Charger
By Justin
Thurman

Sportsline

Sports Writer
While most stu
dents were relaxing
over the break, the
UAH men's basket
ball team was hard at
work. This work has
paid off big divi
dends. The efforts of
Coach Lenny Acuff's
squad have led them
to a 10-1 overall
record. Also, this has
allowed them to
achieve a Division II
national ranking. The
Chargers
have
climbed to number 15
on this list. They are
also ranked third in
the South Regional
rankings.
A team effort has
been a big reason for
the Chargers' success.
Four different players
have led the Chargers
in scoring this season.
These same four are
also averaging double
figures in points for
the season.
Antrone Rogers is

A QUICK UPDATE FROM UAH ATHLETICS

Hockey
Record: 9-3-3
Dec 11: Michigan State 5, UAH 0
Friday: UAH 2, Army 1
Saturday: UAH 5, Army 1

Men's Basketball
Record: 10-1

leading the team aver
aging 17.5 points per
game. Rogers, a trans
fer to UAH, is also
second on the team in
rebounds. Joe Smith
has come back nicely
from a missed season.
Smith is averaging
13.5 points per game,
has 94 assists, and has
almost a 3-1 assist to
turnover ratio. Start
ers Aaron Burdette
and Jamil Gilleylen
are averaging 12.1
and 10.5 respectively.
The Chargers have
won three and lost
their only game of the

season during the
school break. UAH's
only lost came at
Kinnesaw State. They
won games over Ath
ens State, Pace, and
West Georgia during
this time.
The West Georgia
victory kicked off
Gulf South Confer
ence play for UAH.
The Chargers easily
handled the West
Georgia team by a
score of 76-1. Antrone
Rogers led the Charg
ers with 25 points.
Harold Horton led
the Chargers in re

bounds for the fourth
time this season. Joe
Smith turned in a nice
performance as well.
Smith turned in 15
points and 11 assists.
Jamil Gilleylen also
scored in double fig
ures going 4-6 from
behind the tree-point
arc.
The Chargers will
play at home this
weekend. They will
attempt to keep their
hot streak going
against GSC rival
West Florida. Game
time is 7:45 P.M. at
Spragins Hall.

Jan 3: UAH 62, Athens State 60
Jan 4: UAH 88, Pace 71
Jan 8: UAH 76, West Georgia 61

Women's Basketball
Record: 5-7
Dec 29: UAH 76, Clarke-Atlanta 61
Dec 30: Life 62, UAH 43
Jan 8: West Georgia 71, UAH 59

DON'T FORGET to sign up for
Intramural Athletics. Floorhockey
and 3-on-3 Basketball are the
sports on tap for the first half
of the Spring semester. Register
in the UC or Spragins Hall
until January 18.

UAH blasts Army with a final score of 5 to 1
By Jay Woodcroft Point. With each lowed with a shortSports Writer

Photo by Wilkinson h Vraphy and courtesy of UAH
Athletics.

Heading into their
series against Army
this past weekend,
UAH certainly had
their work cut out for
them. After falling 50 against the mighty
Michigan State Spar
tans on December 10,
the Chargers knew
that their long Christ
mas break could
prove to be a difficult
obstacle in their first
CHA series of the new
year against West

game counting for
four points in the new
league, the impor
tance of such a week
end was paramount.
Playing in front of
mostly Army partisan
crowds of over 4,000
each night, UAH
found a way to come
out victorious after
some fairly sluggish
starts. Friday's affair
was the closest, and
saw UAH narrowly
escape with a 2-1 vic
tory. Freshmen Ryan
Leasa scored first for
the Chargers, fol

handed goal by Ron
Baker early in the
third period.
Saturday's contest
had a few more
sparks. Tight defen
sive play let up a little
bit and both teams
displayed a flair for
offense. The final
score read 5-1, and
UAH earned the
badly needed eight
league points. Goal
scorers for UAH were
Nathan Bowen, Steve
Charlebois, Jessi Otis,
Leasa and Karlis
Zirnis.

All in all, it was a
hard fought series for
the Chargers, and
with UAH dressing
20 Canadians in their
lineup, it resembled
the War of 1812 at
times. But more im
portantly, this series
helped shake off some
of the rust from a 3
and a half-week
Christmas break. As
junior nursing major,
Ryan McCormack put
it, "It helped us gain
a little confidence
heading into this
week's series against
first place Niagara."

i
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Physical activity helps keep
Fantasy
Sports Tip stress level down to minimum
of the Week
Courtesy
University
Relations

By Danny Parker
Sports Writer
Now that the fantasy football season is
all but over, it is time to concentrate on
fantasy basketball.
Not too many things have changed
lately The crop of centers is still thin. The
leaders seen at the top of every statistical
category are still the same. Shaquille
O'Neal, Kevin Garnett, Tim Duncan and
Gary Pay ton continue to dominate their
positions. Also, Grant Hill is playing as
well as anyone on the planet right now.
However, Tom Gugliotta, Toni Kukoc
and Patrick Ewing have all returned to
starting lineups again after injuries.
Eddie Jones, Tim Hardaway, Anfernee
Hardaway and Hakeem Olajuwon should
all be back on the hard wood shortly.
Charles Barkley, on the other hand, is done
for good. Barkley's knee injury in early
December cut short his last season in the
NBA.
Even if your roster might not contain
one of these superstars returning from
injury, their return might still affect your
team.
Jones' is the top offensive threat in Char
lotte. Look for Derrick Coleman, David
Wesley and Elden Campbell to receive
fewer shots.
Since Tim Hardaway's injury, Anthony
Carter has stepped up and played very
well. Perhaps he has played well enough
to start for some fantasy teams. However,
he will not get many minutes for the Mi
ami Heat after Tim Hardaway is 100%
healthy.
If you have Anfernee Hardaway, I feel
sorry for you. The day that Anfernee
plays a full season let me know so I can
roll over in my grave. Anfernee's absence
has given Rex Chapman playing time.
Nonetheless, //Anfernee does return soon,
look for Chapman to see very little play
ing time and Jason Kidd to score less.
Old age is starting to catch up to
Hakeem Olajuwon. He and Patrick Ewing
might
play
82
games
this
season....combined. Make sure if you are
counting on Olajuwon to be your starting
center, you keep a reliable backup handy.
A few players have raised their level of
play high enough lately to warrant a ros
ter move. Maurice Taylor, Kerry Kittles,
Tyrone Nesby, Malik Sealy and Carlos
Rogers are all starting to see the light at
the end of the tunnel.
Taylor has scored 22 or more points in
five of his last six games.

See Parker page 18

If you think the
term "stressed out" is
a buzzword that be
gan in the '80s by
yuppies suffering
from mental and
physical drain, think
again. Stress began
thousands of years
ago with troglodytes
and has remained a
relentless ghost ever
since.
"Stress dates back
to prehistoric times
when cave men were
faced with fight or
flight situations in
volving everyday
life," said Michelle L.
Keene, associate di
rector of Health and
Physical Education in
UAH's Division of
Continuing Educa
tion.
"In those days, you
stalked and hunted
enemies as well as
wild beasts - you ei
ther stood your
ground or you ran
like hell. Running was
the physical activity
prehistoric man often
used to deal with
stressful situations."
Keene said al
though modern day
stress factors are not
as confrontational as
those of prehistoric
man, the on-going,
internal stress we deal
with on a daily basis
can be even more
damaging to our
health.
Stress is America's

number one health
problem, according to
The American Insti
tute of Stress, a non
profit health agency.
An estimated one mil
lion workers are ab
sent on an average
workday because of
stress-related com
plaints. Stress is said
to be responsible for
more than half of the
550million workdays
lost annually because
of absenteeism, ac
cording to a report by
the institute.
"Exercise is key,"
said Keene, who
holds advanced de
grees in exercise sci
ence and public
health. "Exercise on a
regular basis works to
relieve stress in many
ways. It decreases
pain, tension, and in
flammation within
the body. More im
portantly, physical ac
tivity strengthens the
two most vital organs
in the body: the heart
and lungs. And the
best reason yet to ex
ercise, it suppresses
hunger."
Keene said during
the holiday season we
are bombarded with
endless family and
social obligations, on
top of work require
ments and deadlines.
"Stressful situa
tions instinctively
cause our bodies to
prepare to fight or
flee," she said. "If we
decide to tackle the
situation, the heart
beats faster, blood

exponent.uah.edu

pressure rises, and
breathing becomes
more labored. Our
bodies go into relax
ation mode after we
solve the problem or
if we decide to ignore
the situation alto
gether.
"When daily little
stresses pile up and
there is no outlet for
the tension, our bod
ies go beyond optimal
stress levels and we
can become physi
cally or mentally ill,"
she said. "People suf
fering from severe
forms of stress may
experience insomnia
and other sleep disor
ders, chronic head
aches, hypertension,
intestinal ailments,
memory loss, and
other serious ill
nesses.
"Stress is a fact of
life. We can't totally
eliminate it from our
lives, but we can bet
ter deal with it by
starting and sticking
to a realistic fitness
program,"
said
Keene. "Finding time
each day several
times a week to exer
cise will give you
more energy, improve
your concentration
and physical appear
ance, and reduce the
way your body re
sponds to stress."
Keene said the
American College of
Sports Medicine rec
ommends 20 to 60
minutes of continu
ous or intermittent
(minimum of 10minute bouts accu
mulated throughout
the day) aerobic or

physical activity three
to five times a week
for optimal success.
She gave some addi
tional pointers for
starting and main
taining a successful
fitness program:
Before begin
ning an exercise pro
gram, check with
your physician, espe
cially if you have been
diagnosed with high
blood pressure or
heart disease
Begin slowly
and choose a sport or
activity you like
Don't set your
self up for failure by
engaging in a boring
or unrealistic activity
Don't limit
yourself to exercising
in the gym. A work
out program does not
have to cost an arm
and a leg. For ex
ample, all that's
needed for a good
low-impact aerobic
program at home is
an instructional video
tape, a good pair of
gym shoes, and a step
bench.
Keene said each
quarter
UAH's
Health and Physical
Education Depart
ment offers a compre
hensive recreational
and exercise program
which
includes
classes such as step
aerobics, deep water
workout, ballroom
dance, swing dance,
and
cardio
kickboxing. for more
information about fit
ness programs at
UAH, please call (256)
890-6007 or (256) 8906010.

SMIL iyVsOKftV
2416 North Memorial Parkway
Huntsville, AL 35781
(256) 535-4464
.ours:
am - 7 pm
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Lady Chargers 5-7 after Gulf South opener
By Susan Irby
Sports Writer
According to the
UAH
Athletics
website, the UAH
Lady Chargers tried
everything before los
ing the Gulf South
Conference opener
last Saturday night
before a large crowd
at UAH's Spragins
Hall.
Coach
Connie
Guinn tried to change
some things around
for the Lady Chargers

against
West
Georgia's
Lady
Braves.
She changed the
lineup a little bit. She
gave
LaShotha
Cheatham her first
start of the season for
UAH. She had the
Lady Chargers dress
in their road uniforms
while West Georgia
wore white.
Nothing seemed to
help the Lady Charg
ers Saturday night
against
West
Georgia's
Lady
Braves.

came back with their against UAH. The on Monday, January
own 11-3 run to lead Lady Braves' lead 10, 2000.
West Georgia 47-45 scorers included se
The game will be
with 11:51 left in the nior Danielle Spears broadcasted live c~
game.
LaShotha with 14, senior Sylvia AM 1600, WEUP ar
Cheatham's layup cut Pitts with 13, sopho on LiveOnTheN
the lead for the Lady more Peggy Jordan ( w w w . l i v e o n e t l
with 12, and junior net.com).
Chargers.
However, West Melanie Shepherd
Watch the Lac
Chargers take on We
Georgia took the lead added 10.
from the Lady Charg
West
Georgia Florida and bring
ers after running ended up losing kid. One free chil*u
away down the sophomore Jennifer admission with the
stretch by as much as Williams during the purchase of one adult
13 points. West Geor second half of the admission.
The next home
gia ended the game game to a shoulder
game will be January
for the Lady Chargers injury.
The Lady Chargers 15, 2000 starting at
at 71-59, leaving UAH
to be 5-7, 0-1.
are scheduled to play 5:45 P.M. at UAH's
The lead scorers for Valdosta on the road Spragins Gym.
the UAH Lady Charg
ers included senior
Jennifer Whitley with
homes for local needy 21,
sophomore
OO STUDIO
families.
Senior LaShotha Cheatham
World Class Tattooing
pitcher,
Brian with 11, followed by
and Body Piercing
-^r^r
Pemberton, said, "A junior Lindsay Floyd
By STAN "EASY" GARNER
single mother and her with 10.
Phone: (205)830-0102^^^
6-year-old
son
West Georgia had
417 Jordan Lane • Huntsville, AL 35805 Jn'
stopped by to see four lead scorers in
"Our Work Speaks for itself'
their home as we double
figures
were building it. It
made me feel good to
see the suprised looks
on the faces of the
family that I was
helping."
With all of their
hard work and dedi
cation, Coach Pierce
and his players ap
pear to be earning the
respect of the citizens
of North Alabama.
Feel free to contact
someone with the
baseball team if you
need help in any of
the above mentioned
areas by calling 256890-6144.
Complete Basketball Coverage
The Lady Chargers
trailed 34-31 to West
Georgia during the
first half.
UAH ended the
first half with 9 team
fouls while West
Georgia took on 7.
During the second
half, West Georgia
lead the Lady Charg
ers 44-34 after a 10
point lead behind a
10-3 run with 15:19
left in the game. A
pair of freethrows
gave the lead for West
Georgia.
The Lady Chargers

Giving something back
By Danny Parker same time is an even
Sports Writer
Since their incep
tion in 1996, the UAH
baseball team has
been doing their part
to try to pay back the
community for their
generous support by
providing services
free of charge to the
citizens of North Ala
bama.
Whether it is teach
ing a young person
the basic fundamen
tals of baseball or tu
toring a young stu
dent, the baseball
team is working
within the commu
nity.
Head
baseball
coach, Bobby Pierce,
started these services
in the team's inaugu
ral season here at
UAH by asking all of
his players to serve d<least 20 hours of com
munity service
"I feel that student
athlete*- need to learn
the value of giving
hack to the commu
nity," said Pierce.
"Hopefully, they will
continue helping oth
ers even after they
have left the pro
gram."
Being a full-time
student is a job in it
self. Playing colle
giate athletics at the

greater task to tackle.
However, despite
these time con
straints, these players
and coaches still man
age to give whatever
spare time they can
afford giving back to
the people who really
need it.
"If you multiply
the goal of 20 hours
each for all of our
guys times the num
ber of players on the
team, then you are
giving back quite a
few hours to the com
munity.
Conse
quently, I feel like that
is a worthwhile cause
for us to partake in on
a yearly basis."
Many ot the play
ers hsve gone to
Hafrcat for Humanity
to help build free

(www.al.com)

Get Tide and Tiger daily e-news, editorial from The Birmingham News, The Huntsville Times,
Mobile Register, AP News Wire and more!

"Ask the Coach"
Cliff Ellis, Auburn's Head Basketball Coach, will pick one question each week from
Alabama Live's "Ask the Coach" forum to be answered on the Auburn Basketball Review
TV show. Post your question now!

Recruitment Updates
Find out who's signing with Bama and Auburn. Get the latest scoop in the
Tide and Tiger discussion forums.
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Entertainment
Harrison Brothers Hardware
If you go to Store is an old-time wonder
the movies,
bring a pillo
Humor Me

By Emily Gaither
Entertainment Editor
Well, Y2K finally aside (thank God), the
holiday season brought us many things,
not the least of which being excellent, but
LONG movies. As I discovered on my
Christmas movie pilgrimage (kind of like
bowing to Mecca), movies are becoming
increasingly lengthy, which can be either
good or bad.
The first movie on our agenda is The
Green Mile. Now, this movie was an ex
cellent adaptation of Stephen King's
novel, which may be the reason for the
length. It lasted three hours and ten min
utes, which you didn't really notice be
cause of the movie's caliber, but by the
end, the feeling in your ass actually be
comes separate from the rest of your body.
Next, there was The Man on the Moon.
Jim Carrey gave an Oscar-worthy perfor
mance as the late and hilarious Andy
Kaufman. Hopefully, he will finally get
some recognition from the Academy for
delivering the dead-on, if not creepily so,
interpretation of this comedy great. This
movie weighed in at right under two
hours, which isn't as long as some others,
but in the slow parts, you really feel those
two hours.
The Talented Mr. Ripley, also a very ex
cellent film bound for awards, was ex
tremely long at two hours and nineteen
minutes. This was largely due to the fact
that every well-crafted conversation took
at least twenty minutes from each person
involved. This film also had extremely
slow parts, which would leave you shift
ing about in your seat, trying to find a
comfortable position so that you won't
think about how long you've been in the
theatre.
Finally, AnyGiven Sunday, the most un
necessarily long movie on our list,
weighed in at two hours and forty-five
minutes. The first hour and a half could
have been easily eliminated from this film.
It consisted of shot after shot of football
games and testosterone-laden dialogue

See Gaither page ?

months.
Probably the most
fascinating artifact of
the past (next to the
hand-operated rope
elevator) is the old
desk used by the
brothers in their day
to day business. It is
piled high with old
receipts and ledgers
showing dates and
sales of goods from
years past. Look for
the brass numbers
nailed into the floor at
one-foot increments.
How else is a person
going to measure
rope and chain?
The historical sig
nificance of Harrison
Brothers isn't the only
Volunteers share a story under a saw blade suspended from reason for a visit. A
the ceiling. (Photo by Cathy Kearney)
diverse selection of
gardening accesso
ries, gifts, toys and
mingle with door crafts await the shop
By Cathy
knobs and screwdriv per who is looking for
Kearney
ers.
something unique.
Entertainment
Originally,
the
store
Writer
sold tobacco at its fust
location on Jefferson
Huntsville's court Street. It moved to the
house square has a present location in
unique distinction. It 1897. The later set of
is home to Alabama's brothers, Daniel F.
oldest
operating and John, decided to
hardware
store. keep the store as it
Founded in 1879, was at the turn of the
Harrison Brothers century instead of
Hardware is still open adopting the more
for business. The store modern style of the
has been owned and fifties. Bare bulbs
operated by the His hanging from the tall
toric Huntsville Foun ceiling provide illu
dation since the death mination. Tiny draw
of John Harrison in ers rise up high
1983.
Volunteers enough that a ladder
make up the staff. is necessary to reach
The Foundation has them. A large pot-bel
painstakingly man lied stove is a re
aged to merge the old minder of how the
with the new as gifts store was heated in
and
accessories the cold winter

exponentuah.edu

Old fashioned can
dies and marbles at
tract young and old.
Need a postcard?
Check out the rack
next to the cookbooks
and don't forget to
sign the guest register.
Purchases made at the
store go to the not-forprofit Foundation for
use in their ongoing
work restoring and
maintaining treasures
like Harrison Broth
ers. Stop in and
browse. If you spend
$20 you get a genuine
yardstick for free!
You'll
find
Harrison Brothers at
124 South Side
Square, across from
the
courthouse.
Hours of operation
are weekdays from 9
to 5 and Saturdays
from 10 to 2. For more
information, call 5363631.

A variety of goods arae available at Harrison Brothers
Hardware. (Photo by Cathy Kearneu)
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Winter Solstice concert a big success
By Dauphne
Rogers
Editor-in-chief
I had the extreme
pleasure of attending
Winter Solstice at the
VBC Playhouse on
December 22, 1999.
The Huntsville Femi
nist Chorus did an
outstanding
job.
Dance and movement
were beautifully in
corporated into most
of the pieces. I can
honestly say that I
have never been to a
concert that I enjoyed
more.
The theme of the
evening was "Prayer
and songs for peace
and wholeness." The
evening's entertain
ment consisted of fif
teen songs, which in
cluded Is Everybody
Here? by Priscilla
Coolidge; Old Woman,
Wrap Your Cloak
Around Me, author
unknown; Blessing
Song, by Ananda
Marga School; Breaths,
by Ysaye Marie
Barnwell; Da Pacem
Domine, arr. Mary
Goetze; Old and
Strong, by Naomi
Littlebear Moreno;
Spiraling into the Cen
ter, by Lorna Kohler;
Ave Maria, by Ellen M.
Keating, O.P.; We are
the Dance, author un
known;
Ma
from"Ouroborus" text:
Ila Suzanne, music:
Kay Gardner; Cool
Mornin'dxx. Elizabeth
Min; Finlandia, by
Jean
Sibelius;
Siyahambe, traditional
South African; Good

Wish, Scottish text,
music
by
Jan
Harmon; and Blessed
Am I, author un
known.
Two poems by Sue
Silvermarie were
read. One of these
was A Thousand Years
of Healing. The other
was a poem to call the
directions. A note on
the back of the pro
gram guide explained
the Dance of Direc
tions as a meditation
to keep the channels
of the body clear so
that it may resonate
with the land itself.
This is part of the
meditation practice of
the Etowah band of
the Tsalagi (Chero
kee) Nation. A poem
of gratitude by e.e.
cummings further en
hanced the evening.
Three chants were
also performed, add
ing to the mood of the
occasion.
The Huntsville
Feminist Chorus per
forms several times a
year. Luckily for all of
us at UAH, they per
form right here on
campus each year. In
fact, they have been
the highlight of
Women's History
month festivities at
UAH since 1996.
Three instructors at
UAH are members of
The Huntsville Femi
nist Chorus. Dr.
Nancy Finely from
the Sociology Depart
ment, Dr. Rose
Norman from the En
glish Department,
and Dr. Madeleine
Youmans also from
the English Depart

dla/?Jceo s- Su/e ^(//A

Yes, we accept UAH meal cards
607 Jordan Lane
837-7220

ment all sing with the
chorus.
In a telephone in
terview with Dr.
Nancy Finely,she told
The Exponent, "Not
only is being a mem
ber of the chorus a
great deal of fun, but
it's also a way to cel
ebrate the creative
works of omen and
give voice to music
not often heard."
Finely said that some
members of the cho
rus are insecure about
their voices and don't
consider themselves
singers. According to
Finely, "something
happens that is more
than the sum of its
parts" though several
can't read music.
Finely said this was
due largely to the en
ergy and efforts of the
wonderfully gifted
chorus director and
what the chorus "sees
and responds to re
flected in her face."
Dr. Rose Norman
let me know that the
Huntsville Feminist
Chorus has never

gone by any other
name. Although some
people have referred
to them as the
"Women's Studies
Chorus", the group
has never used that
name.
The chorus will be
singing in Birming
ham twice in Febru
ary. The first perfor
mance will be on Sun
day, February 6, at

3pm in the Pilgrim
Church. The next will
be on Saturday, Feb
ruary 12, afternoon
(time TBA) at Bir
mingham Southern
University as part of
the "Women in the
Third Millennium"
symposium. Their
next Huntsville con
cert will be at Roberts
Recital Hall, Saturday,
March 18, 7:30pm.

Best of all, their con
certs are always
FREE!
For more informa
tion about the Hunts
ville Feminist Chorus,
you can visit their
website
at
www.uah.edu/colleges / liberal /
womensstudies/
index.html thanks to
the efforts of Dr.
Norman.

HELP
WANTED!
Spice up your resume.Gain valuable experience work
ing for The Exponent. News and entertainment writ
ers, assistant layout editor, and assistant sales associ
ated needed. Contact us at 890-6090 or send email to
Dauphne Rogers, editor-in-chief at rogersc@email.
uah.edu; Amy Beth Lloyd, news editor at lloyda®
email.uah.edu; Emily Gaither, entertainment editor at
egaither@cs.uah.edu; Jennifer Sharp, layout editor at
sharpjl@email.uah.edu; or Aletha Pardue, adveristing
manager at above number for more information. Good
communication skills and two hours or less per week
required for writers. For assistant layout editor per
son must have experience with either Adobe
PageMaker or QuarkXPress. Hours for assistant lay
out editor will be discussed upon application.

*

4116 Nwoon Rd.
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If you are smart enough you can save a lot of BUCK$ at Winter Park.
We have 500 apartments to select from in the vicinity of Drake Ave./Patton Hd area
All prices are for unfurnished apartments. Slightly more for furnished apartment.
If you can afford it; if not we'll try to throw something together.
•

Regular Price
Run of the Mill Student
2.5 GPA Procrastinator
3.0 GPA Nerd Pretender
3.5 GPA Genuine Nerd
4.0 GPA Einstein Clone*

STUDIO
$225
$600
$215
$205
$195
$185

1BR
$260
$700
$240
$230
$220
$210

2 BR
$345
$800
$325
$315
$305
$295

3 BR
$385
$10,000
$375
$365
$355
$325

602 Governors Drive
___

536-6585

Kmv.cways, Parking Lot, Sanitary fewer, and OuuipsUT available lor students on
probation for V25/head/mo. Includes free food and solar utilities

We have had good experiences renting to UAH students. Come by for an interview.
* You better bring your transcript. We ain't taking your word for it!!!

Mention this ad for a FREE drink
with j our purchase of a sub.
Good Through

February

29. 2000

w"A™4m'
882-7669
IT SEEMS LIKE A YJCAK.
SPRM>
A Y KAN AT UAH
Our office is Y2K compliant...we still use paper & pencil.
*M> IT SKKMS LIKE A WKKK
You could contact us on the Internet...if we had the Internet now.that'srw attvttv

KtUUMMM

HOLLYWOOD 16
S.MemoralPkwy. in Front
afloeDftsS&diffl
Supernova 1:20 4:00
7:00 9:50 12:00 PG-13
Girl Interrupter 1:10
4:10 7:10 9:40 12:10 R
The Hurricane 1:00
4:00 7:00 8:00 10:00
11:15 R
Next Friday!:05 4:10
7:30 9:45 11:50 R
Cider House Rules 1:15
4:15 7:15 9:40 12:00 R
Snow Falling On
Cedars 1:15 4:15 7:15
9:45 12:05 R
Talented Mr. Ripley
1:20 4:20 7:20 1(5:05 R
Any Given Sunday 1:00
7
4:20 8:00 R
Man on the Moon 1:25
4:25 7:25 9:45 12:05 R

CINEMA8
MlMMmPAKKWtfW

Bicentennial Man 1:10
4:05 6:50 9:40 12:10
PG
Anna and the King 1:10
4:10 7:20 10:10 FG-13

Out the Dead
1:00 4:00 7:00 9:30 R
Dogma 1:10 4:20 7:10
9:40 R
The Best Man 1:00 4:10
7:10 9:40 R
Runaway Bride 1:20
4:20 7:20 9:50 PG
Double Jeopardy 1:20
4:20 7:20 9:50 PG-13
Three Kings 1:30 4:30
7:30 10:00 R
Pokemon 1:00 4:00
7:00 G
Blue Streak 1:30 4:30
7:30 10:00 PG-13

.4 TflX
AUDITORIUMS

The Green Mile 1:00
4:30 8:00 R
Deuce Bigalow 1:05
4:05 7:05 9:30 12:00
Toy Story 2 1:00 3:00
5:00 7\10 9:25 G

MADISON SO. 12
mm

Girl Interrupted 1:05
4:00 7:00 9:45 R
Next Friday 1:10 4:10
7:10 9:45 R
Talented Mr. Ripley
1:00 4:00 6:50 9:40 R
The World is Not
Enough 1:10 4:10 7:10
9:50 PG-13
Bicentennial Man 1:35
4:35 7:35 10:00 PG
American Beauty 1:20
4:20 7:20 9:50 R
The Omega Code 1:15
4:15 7:15 9:30 PG-13
The Green Mile 1:00
4:30 8:00 R

Mr. Ripley is talented, indeed

m-Yiil

Stuart Little 1:05 3:05
5:05 7:05 9:25 11:45
PG

M>diionS<»Mii
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Stuart Little 2:00 4:00
6:00 8:00 10:15 PG
Galaxy Quest 2:15 4:30
7:00 9:30 12:00 PG
Anna & the King 1:00
4:00 7:00 9:45 PG-13
Any Given Sunday 1:00
4:00 7:00 10:00 R
The Hurricane 1:00
4:00 7:00 10:00 R
Supernova 1:00 3:00
5:00 7:00 9:00 11:00
PG-13

The Bone Collector 1:35
4:35 7:35 9:55 R

Sleepy Hollow 4:45
9:45 12:00 R

The Sixth Sense 1:30
4:30 7:30 10:00 PG-13

Deuce Bigalow 2:15
4:15 7:30 9:30 11:30 R

Man on the Moon 1:20
4:20 7:20 9:55 R

Toy Story 2 1:00 3:00
5:00 7:00 9:00 G

Win Tickets to the Movies!
Movie Trivia:
In Any Given Sunday, Charlton Heston
has a cameo role as tlle commissioner of
the AJFFA. What does AFFA stand for?
The first 6 people with the correct answer for the Movie
Trivia will win movie tickets. ONLY 6 pairs of tickets
will be given away each week. No phone calls or notes
will be accepted. Tickets for any trivia will be distrib
uted on a first come, first serve basis from 10:00am 1230pm on Thur. of publication unless otherwise noted!
No one who has won in the last month is eligible for any
contest or trivia. Please see Aletha Pardue in The Expo
nent office only between the hours specified above.

By Emily Gaither Greenleaf I then com
Entertainment
Editor
From the opening
credits of The Talented
Mr. Ripley,you imme
diately feel as though
Alfred Hitchcock has
risen from the dead to
create one last master
piece. From the plot to
the cinematography,
it could easily be mis
taken for a Hitchcock
film, were it not for
Matt Damon and
Gwyneth Paltrow il
lustrating how mod
ern the film actually
is.
The film begins
with the title charac
ter played by Damon,
playing piano at an
upscale party, pre
tending to be a gradu
ate of Princeton,
which is the same uni
versity that the party
crowd happens to be
enamored of. The fact
that Ripley begins the
movie by pretending
sets the tone for the
entire film.
Herbert Richard

missions Tom Ripley
to travel to Italy, all
expenses paid, of
course, to retrieve his
wayward playboy
son Dickie (Jude
Law), who has taken
up residence with his
girlfriend doing little
more than spending
his father's money
and listening to jazz.
At first, everything
is rosy. After Tom tells
Dickie about the deal
with his father, and
Dickie delights in the
idea of having Tom
spend his father's
money as well, they
have a grand old time
in Italy, cavorting on
the beach, on the
yacht, and in jazz
clubs, as Tom gets his
first taste of the good
life.
Somewhere in this
time, Tom becomes
almost unnaturally
attached to Dickie
and his way of life.
There a few scenes
with blatant homoerotic undertones, in
which Tom expresses
his unrequited feel

If you have any comments
on the articles or the
Entertainment section in
general, please contact
Emily Gaither at egaither
©cs.uah.edu.
Is your CAREER on TARGET?

Photo courtesyo/The Talented Mr. Ripley official website.

ings for Dickie, and
you can see Dickie's
generosity towards
Tom begin to shift.
Also,
Dickie's
friends feel uncom
fortable when Tom is
around. It's obvious
from his cheap
threadbare jacket that
he wears all the time
and his lack of money
after Dickie's father
cuts his expenses, that
he is not "one of the
club." Not the way
they are.
When Tom senses
Dickie's growing
tired of him, he
hatches a plan to ac
tually become Dickie
through a series of
plot twists that I will
not divulge here. One
of which involves
Cate Blanchett (Eliza
beth) as a member of
their social circle, ac
tually meeting Tom as
"Dickie" and believ
ing him to be the
young Greenleaf
throughout the film.
Matt Damon deftly

portrays a sociopath
who
desperately
wants to change his
status and become
one of the elite, but
never really will, be
cause they will never
accept him fully. The
scenery in this movie
is an integral part of
the plot, moving from
Rome to Naples and
back again.
However, the scen
ery cannot compare
with the awesome
performance of Jude
Law, a relative new
comer, who is abso
lutely beautiful, both
physically and talentwise.
He and Damon,
along with director
Anthony Minghella,
have all been nomi
nated for Golden
Globe awards, which
are often pre-cursors
for Oscars. I have my
fingers crossed for
Jude Law, and I can't
wait to see him again
and again...well, you
get the picture.

PROBLEMS in managing your DEBT?

We have created real solutions in career marketing and debt management since 1993.

WE CAN HELP. CALL US TODAY...536-4060.

Thompson ez Company
W

PO Box 7026
Huntsvllle, Alabama 35807
Office: 536-4060

Proud to be Huntsville's only
member in good standing of the

RW

Professional
Association of
R6sum6 Writers

Knives, Swords, Body Jewelry, T-Shirts, Incense, and More.
Y°LUln?"
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WJth This
Benchmade /;t0(2\
STORF
Knife Dealer 650.3001 IN THE VILLAGE CENTER CouPon

7914 Memorial Parkway Suite A2 Huntsville, AL 35802
Between Byrd Spring Rd. and Charlotte Dr. Next to AMOCO

Kubrick's
By Cathy
Kearney
Entertainment
Writer
Were you hoping
that something dra
matic was going to
happen on New
Year's Eve when the
world's computers
rolled over to the year
2000?
After some terrific
fireworks displays
from Paris to Sydney
were finished, did
you experience a kind
of let down when it
became obvious that
life was going to be
normal again? If so, a
little of Stanley
Kubrick's brand of
black comedy will put
you back on the edge
of your seat. Dr.
Strangelove, (How I
Learned to Stop Worry
ing and Love the Bomb)

Strangelove
Dr. will set you on edge

is one of movie
history's most notable
films. Its vision of
nuclear holocaust and
political fumbling still
manages to strike true
in the new century.
Dr. Strangelove was
first released in 1964,
a year and a half after
the Cuban Missile
Crisis.
Kubrick
adapted Red Alert, a
thriller by Peter
George, for the movie.
Using bizarre names
and hilarious carica
tures for his actors,
Kubrick portrays the
military, the president
and the Russian
heads of state as
people who really
should not be respon
sible for peace in the
free world. Due to a
fantastic and often ri
diculous chain of
events, Kubrick's
characters must deal

with the real threat of
nuclear annihilation
and stop a runaway
bomber from com
pleting its mission
and triggering the
"Doomsday
Ma
chine".
Peter Sellers plays
three roles in this
movie, President
Merkin Muffley (as
wimpy as his name
sounds), RAF Captain
Mandrake, and Dr.
Strangelove, an exNazi scientist that de
velops weapons for
the United States.
Sterling Hayden is
perfect in his por
trayal of the paranoid
schizophrenic Gen
eral Jack D. Ripper.
Ripper begins the
conflict because he
believes the Commu
nists wish to sap his
"bodily
fluids".
George C Scott plays

Huntsville night life

O'i
$12.00 per hour. music most Friday
Happy hour offers and Saturday nights,
Entertainment
half price pool ($4.00 call ahead for a sched
Writer
per hour) and $1.00 ule; Sunday night is
Oxygen
drinks from 5pm to the blues jam; Mon
Location: 116 Wash
day night is "Acous
7pm.
ington St NE, down Kaffeeklatch Bar
tic Open Mic"night;
town Huntsville; Location:
103 Tuesday night fea
Phone:
532.3914. Jefferson St, down tures
Microwave
Events: Thurs night is town;
Phone: Dave solo Electric
alternative night; Fri 536.7993. Events: live Blues.
day night is ladies
night; Wet & Wild bi
ebon...
kini contests every
• Gyes Can Handle
Wednesday night.
The Rack Cafe
Location: 2703 Uni
versity Drive NW;
Phone:
536.4400.
Events/prices: Every
night, pool tables are
$6.00 per hour. Happy
hour offers free pool
from 4pm to 6pm,
with a minimum pur
chase of two drinks
per person,per table.
Jazz Factory
Location: 109 North
Side Square, down
town, second floor;
Phone:
539.1919.
CD Warehouse
Events:
Sunday
Located in the Home Depot
though Thursday,
Shopping Center, University Dr
pool tables are $8.00
Just West of Madison Square Mall
per hour. Friday and
256-922-0905
Saturday, tables are

By Juli Cross

Thousands of new and used CD'sn stock

General
Buck
Turgidson, a gung-ho
military man who
considers having 10
to 20 million Ameri
can casualties per
fectly acceptable un
der the circum
stances.
It's reported that
later on, Scott used
some of his character
izations of Turgidson
in preparation for his
performance
in
Patton.
Possibly the most
memorable perfor
mance comes from an
unlikely source. Slim
Pickens plays the role
of Major "King"
Kong, the pilot in
charge of the run
away bomber, "Leper
Colony". He is pure
Texan and proud of it
as he leads his men to
the target point. The
entire crew performs
flawlessly in their

mission, following
Kong across Siberia
and into Soviet air
space. Watch for
James Earl Jones in his
first film role as Lieu
tenant Lothar Zogg.
Dr. Strangelove is
filmed in black and
white, with excellent
cinematography from
Gilbert Taylor. Scenes
in the War Room and
the bomber are espe
cially fine at convey
ing the mood of a
black comedy as the
characters bumble
around trying to save

the world. Close-ups
of Hayden as he ex-,
plains his feelings
about "the commies"
are disturbing and hi
larious at the same
time. This movie is
full of interesting
people and visuals.
So, if you're miss
ing that end of the
world feeling, or
you'd like to watch
one
of
Stanley
Kubrick's best mov
ies,
rent
Dr.
Strangelove. It's un
like any movie you
have ever seen

Win Tickets to the Theater!
Theater Trivia:
What country were the Tap Dogs from?
The first 2 people with the correct answer for the
theater trivia will win theater tickets for the Ars
Nova Friday night performance of The Merry
Widow. See Aletha Pardue in the Exponent Office
between the hours of 9:30am - 12:30pm on Thur.
No one who has won in last month may be eligible
to win. Not responsible for sur charges.

f\ rs ffo ua
presents

/T\erry
U/idou;
By frapz Lgfyar
Directed By
Girder Beazley
l/B(^ piaytyouse
January 7,8,13,14,15
Japuary 9

7:30pm

2:30pm

performed ip Epulis!?
Jieket Ipfo 256-530-4889

•+?
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Editorial
What a way to start
out the New Year
By Dauphne Rogers
Editor-in-Chief
Welcome back to UAH, ev
eryone!
I hope you all had as wonder
ful a holiday season as I did.
What a relief the Y2K bug de
cided not to pay us a visit after
all
Maybe all the time and
money spent in preparation
paid off, or maybe we just un
derestimated the abilities our
modern computer systems
have. Whatever the case, I'm
sure we were all relieved.
I really didn't expect the
world to come to an end. As a
matter of fact, I didn't think
we'd have any major problems
from Y2K at all.
Nevertheless, like many other
people, I did stock up on a few
essential supplies—-just in case.
If you're one of the many
people out there with more sup
plies on hand than you know
what to do with, or if you're just
a generous person, I have a sug
gestion.
Carl Harris emailed a great
idea to me last week. He ad
vised setting up locations where
excess food and other items
such as clothing and blankets
that were set aside for Y2K could
be collected and then donated to
charitable organizations.
The Exponent will be sponsor
ing a "Give Something Back"
food and clothing drive from
Friday, January 14 through Fri
day, January 21.
There will be a table with do
nation boxes set up in the lobby
of the University Center for this
purpose with donations going
to The Downtown Rescue Mis
sion.
Personally, I feel a responsi
bility to give something back to
the community in which I live,
work, and attend school. I do so
in order to express my gratitude

for all the blessings I have been
given in my life.
One of those blessings is liv
ing in this community.
I am proud to live in the city
of Huntsville and the state of
Alabama. I was raised in Hunts
ville as a child, and my family
has always lived in Northern
Alabama.
During the years I lived in
California, I often thought about
the generosity and caring of the
community back home.
I knew I wanted to raise my
kids here, and that I'd make it
back one day. Although living in
other areas of the country pro
vides unique opportunities and
perspectives, there is no place
like home!
If you have anything that you
can spare, I'm sure that the
Downtown Rescue Mission
would sincerely appreciate your
thoughtful and caring dona
tions.
Any nonperishable food
items, clean clothing in good
condition, blankets, or other
supplies will be accepted. Coats
and jackets are especially
needed this time of year.
I know not everyone, espe
cially students on a limited bud
get, can afford to give material
donations. But there are other
ways to give back to the com
munity.
Volunteering is a wonderful
way to support our community
and help people who really are
in need. If you don't have an
hour a week to spare, how about
an hour a month? There are
many organizations and institu
tions that need caring people to
help provide the services they
offer our community.
I would like to thank every
one in advance for his or her
generosity.

Reflections on the mall,
on the holidays, on people
By J. Caleb
Clanton
Opinion Writer
Usually you won't
find me bopping
along to the music of
the season or even
partaking in the holi
day-oriented hoopla.
Granted, I like to be
around my folks and
friends and eat good
food and so on. How
ever, I can certainly do
without the commer
cial baggage of the
holidays. Yet, some
times I can be a rather
festive guy. And so,
I'll just trot to wher
ever the sounds and
smells lead me.
Such was the case
this past holiday sea
son. I must admit, I
had nothing else to
do. I was bored, so I
figured I would ven
ture to the mall on one
the busiest shopping
days of the yearXxYz ev
eryone else appar
ently did.
I distinctly remem
ber over-hearing
some conversation
lately that suggested
the impossibility of
finding a parking spot
at the mall on this day.
Well, this was not the
case for me. I usually
fare well in finding a
really good parking
place. And, despite
the multitude of auto
mobiles lining the
street opposite from
the actual lot, I landed
about three slots
down from the main
entrance to the mall.
I would call this
luck, but I consis
tently seem to score
better parking spots
than most. My phi
losophy is: don't try

to look ahead, just
drive and take the
first spot you see.
Chances are, that's
your best bet anyway.
Of course, try explain
ing that to the all those
people who would
rather drive their
mini-vans around the
parking lot eightytwo times before giv
ing up.
Anyhow, within in
the mall, it was shoul
der to shoulder. I re
ally had no shopping
to do as I had no big
money with which to
do so. But, I was at
the mall. And, what
does one do when one
goes to the mall?
Well, it has been a
long running Clanton
tradition to eat ChickFil-A in the food
court. So, I made my
way.
Eventually, I had
bought my meal - a
number one. But, the
problem wasn't get
ting or eating the
food. It was finding a
place to eat my food.
Man, I looked every
where in the food
court. And, even as
Joseph and Mary
found no room at the
inn, there was no
table for me in the
food court. So, I re
sorted to dining on
the floor in front of the
Sears department
store. Actually, it was
quite comfortable,
though people looked
at me as though I
were some homeless
vagrant.
Yet, I found my
little floor dining spot
to be a rather interest
ing one. As it turns
out, my observations
from the floor in front

of Sears led me to ex
perience somewhat of
a keen realization. It
dawned on me, as I
sat eating my chicken
sandwich that the
"mall" is life for most
people. Furthermore,
the mall is modern
day America, with all
her trends, games,
and exploits. And, I
realized that people
behave most natu
rally or "normally" in
the most comfort
able/familiar envi
ronments, which ar
guably is the "mall."
Perhaps, people's be
haviors there (in the
mall) reflect their
most "real" and natu
ral selves.
As I sat there on the
floor, though, I real
ized that people in
general were quite
rude and ruthless
during this time of
holiday "joy" and
"generosity" at the
mall. Dog-eat-dog
over all the wonderful
sales, I guess. Sure,
some were giving
cans of tomatoes to
the less fortunate and
even the occasional
angel tree gift to a
needy kid. But, I dare
say, all of that socalled charity is some
what suspicious if/ in
reality, you can't even
be nice to the folks in
the "charity" give
away line.
And during this
episode of people
watching, I noticed
that people did not v
seem thankful for
anything: money
clothes, health, or t e
leisure to go to a ma • ^

See Clanton,
page 18
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Opinion
etters to the Editor
I was tremeniously impressed by
the courage shown by
[the WTO protesters in
[Seattle as they sat
nonviolently, while
'the police used pep! per spray tear gas and
rubber bullets on
them. Incidentally all
this police violence
occurred long before
the window breaking
by a few people there.
Rubber bullets and
tear gas are not in
nocuous weapons
and can be fatal. Just
ask the Palestinians!
The police dressed
in black, firing hi-tech
weapons that looked
like something from
Star Wars, reminded
me of Darth Vader particularly when
some started kicking
people in the groin. It
certainly is a long way
from when they broke
up labor demonstra
tions using police on
horseback wielding
billy clubs.
I was also im
pressed by the intelli
gence of the protest
ers in recognizing that
the WTO is not about
trade as much as it is
about
corporate
power and corpora
tions' ability to over
rule laws that restrict
the maximization of
profit.
The only thing that
I could fault some
protesters about is be
ing at all surprised by
this police response.
The United States is a
country which has set
up death squads to
squelch protests in
foreign countries,
taught torture tech
niques to foreign sol
diers at the School of
the Americas and im
ported Nazi war
criminals like Klaus
Barbie and others to

South America to im
part their knowledge
to the brutal regimes
there. They also used
S.S. officer Reinhard
Gehlen to direct op
erations against the
Soviet Union.
That tiny less than
one percent of the U.S.
population that con
trols most, will do
anything to protect
their wealth and
power - absolutely
anything! If the CIA,
working on behalf of
corporate power,
could develop a
chemical to turn the
population of the
United States into a
docile bunch of sheep,
they would do it in a
flash. Perhaps, with
television and sophis
ticated propaganda, it
is unnecessary, but
this massive Seattle
protest has to cause
them some concern.

Gary
Sudborough
Bellflower, CA
I have been reading
The Exponentcarefully
and with a lot of interest because of the
good
work
of
Dauphne Rogers and
the dedicated Expo
nent staff. As a note, I
do not know the staff
but have worked on a
school newspaper
also. It takes a lot of
heart and a lot of at
tention to make a pa
per fun and good and
you guys have done
it! Perhaps it isn't re
lated, however my
general impression of
The Exponent has
changed since the in
troduction of paid
"pro-life" inserts and
in-paper advertise
ments. My gut feeling
is that a student newspaper should not pro

mote or be promoted
by special interest
groups.
Perhaps I don't al
ways act on my gut
feeling, but in this
case it's coupled with
experience. I find
dropping graphic
anti-abortion material
on college women
stressing over exams,
albeit any time, very
offensive. For that
poor girl who read
those things after or
before her abortion.,
I'll share some of my
personal life. I had
and abortion four
years ago. It wasn't
fun, but I do not con
demn myself, nor do
I regret it. To the con
trary, it was one of the
better decisions I
made at the time. I
learned a lot of things,
like that I do not want
to do it again (so I'm
careful now). And,
you may think this is
strange, but I devel
oped an appreciation
for the sacredness of
life in that and other
experiences around
the same time. There
is a spiritual aspect. I
am a Christian, but
that wouldn't be very
interesting to the Hu
man Life Alliance of
Minnesota.
The women at my
clinic were very
gentle and under
standing and by their
own admission, did
not make any real
money. It was clear
that they worked in
an abortion clinic be
cause protestors,
bomb threats and
public abuse were not
sufficient to shake
their hope to provide
other women with the
choices they, yes, held
sacred. They were
kind and realistic
with me. And I am

compelled to speak
on their behalf and on
yours. I do not wish to
return to the days
when my choice was
to be barefoot and
pregnant. We've come
too far along for that.

Name withheld
for personal
security
My name is Aletha
Pardue, and I wish to
respond directly to
"Name withheld for
personal security." I
am the Advertising
Manager at The Expo
nent, and one of the
people who made the
decision to run the
anti-abortion insert
and advertisements.
Let me say that I
am a Christian, and I
am also very Prochoice. I also believe
that the abortion issue
is a very hard one to
deal with; that is why
I chose to run adver
tisements for both
sides.
Looking
through The Exponent
you should have seen
advertisements for
Healthcare of Huntsville, Sav-a-life/
Choose Life, and
Catholic Family Ser
vices.
We run these ad
vertisements to pro
vide information and
to avoid discrimina
tion by having both
viewpoints
ex
pressed. Yes, they all
pay just like any other
advertiser.
I believe that any
one facing the possi
bility of an unwanted
pregnancy should
have as much infor
mation available as
possible. They do not
need to get caught up

Letters to the
editor continued
on next page

The
President's
Corner
By Nathan Bowen
SGA President
Welcome back!
I hope that everyone had an enjoyable
holiday and is well rested for the begin
ning of a new semester. I was fortunate
enough to shovel the driveway a couple
of times due to snowstorms that hit
Ontario. But I can not complain because
there is nothing like a snowy white Christ
mas.
However, I am extremely excited to be
back in Huntsville and there are a few rea
sons why. Homecoming week is shaping
up to be a fun filled week. Stay tuned for
more information, but remember Home
coming begins January 31st and runs to
February 5th. Keep your eyes open for
more information that will be posted all
across campus.
On January 19th and 20th the new Con
stitution will be voted on by the student
body. Voting stations will be in the Uni
versity Center, Morton Hall, Technology
Hall and the Administrative Science
Building. Please take time to read over
the proposed constitution or ask a SGA
member what it is all about. Copies of
the Constitution will be spread across
campus and it is also posted on our web
site at www.uah.edu/SGA/. The pro
posed changes will allow the Student
Government Association to better serve
the students and it will allow the organi
zation to grow with the rest of our cam
pus. There is an article that explains the
proposed changes in greater detail in this
week's exponent. If you have any ques
tions or comments you can email me at
bowenn@email.uah.edu.
The yearbook is coming along nicely
and I would like to thank the staff for
working over the break. Your dedication
to completing this project is very much
appreciated. If you are a part of a club or
an organization, be sure to check and see
if you have given your photo and infor
mation to the yearbook committee so that
you are not left out of this year's edition.
This is an excellent opportunity to pro
mote your group and also provide a last
ing memory for current members.
The SGA is looking for a graduate stu
dent to fill the newly vacant legislative
position. Anyone interested in filling this

See Bowen, page 18
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that

ence cellar. Kittles is
now averaging 14.9
ppg. and shooting
Clippers' attempt
Nesby ha, averaged
The New Jersey Xt.tTc„X'
42.6% from 3-point
range.
Clanton, continued from page 16
Malik
Sealy's
Faithfu1'
neSarpaHd'HPe°Ple T
Christmas is what fronted by people placement into the
Minnesota T-Wolves'
peared driven by they were: faithful in it is, I know. But what
around the holidays.
somenohonofvenge- securing their booty really gets me is the
starting lineup has
If it ain't real year
fill acquisition, to the from all the other pretense of kindness
Sealy putting up great
'round, then probably
tune of Oh Come All Ye mall-pirates.
and
generosity
numbers. In Sealy's
ain't real at all. If you
last six games, he has
feel the conviction of
Bowen, continued from page 17
averaged 18 ppg., 5.2
charity and compas
position should con out an application in best of luck as we all sion during the holi rpg. and he has shot
tact me as soon as the SGA office in begin a new semester. days, then exercise it 57% from the field.
Rogers has filled in
possible. I can be room 106 in the Uni There are so many past the new-year's
quite nicely in the ab
reached at the email versity Center.
opportunities to get party. Otherwise, just
sence
of Barkley,
address mentioned
Finally, I would like involved
around spare us your bogus
above, or you can fill to wish everyone the campus, so be sure to little story about Olajuwon and Kelvin
Cato. Rogers has av
take advantage of "playing"
Santa
eraged 14.7 ppg. and
what UAH has to of Claus.
7.4 rpg. over his last
fer. Take care.
We've all grown
nine games.
up.
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because they are an
abortion clinic, and
their ad was not run
in the paper at that
time.
It is not my job to
put my beliefs before
the objectivity of this
paper, thus I chose to
run the Human Life
Alliance of Minnesota
insert. However,I con
tacted Healthcare of
Huntsville in order to
allow them the opportunity to write a re
sponse to that insert.
Due to space limita
tions, that response
did not run until 1118-99.
I am sorry that the
advertisement of
fended you. It of
fended me too.

Aletha H. Pardue
Advertising
Manager
The Exponent
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GAMMA Peer Education NetworkC°njU"Cti°n Wlth the BACCHUS and

substantial portion of their activities to guide efforts tmpromote smdern Pr°feSS1°nal and ,volunteer ^ of the organization will devote the
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Counseling£^£^^9

W°rkshoPs Provide additional practice and'
most students find that they expand calculus knowledge, cubing downonTtudSeH
§
St"dents'calcuI- S-desToth workshops will be held in Room 207, Madison Hall. Cal A sess ons are Mond^
Mondays
and
Mondays and Wednesdays from 12:20 - 1:35pm.
Wednesdays from 2 - 3:15pm, and Cal B sessions are

T-

Computer Machinery 3d Hteto"^^^ Attendour 3k-tlschool
i ^ CharS6r ACM' °f Association f°r
1
ay
Jan
(Room N302). Refreshments will be served. If you have any questions or would like to V
" ^arY 20 at 7:15pm in Technology Hall
n°W more a^out ACM, please feel free to contact
us at acm@cs.uah.edu. All ages and majors are welcome.
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Classifieds
WANTED
EARN
EXTRA
CASH ONLINE $$$
HRT.P

miles, runs well, all
power; $6,500, call
883-4426.

6094 or 895-6309.

HELP WANTED!

s

FOR RFNT

bpice up your resume.Gain valuable experience working
for The Exponent News and entertainment writers, assis
tant layout editor, and assistant sales associated needed.
Contact us at 890-6090 or send email to Dauphne Rogers,
editor-in-chief at rogersc@email. uah.edu; Amy Beth
Lloyd, news editor at lloyda® email.uah.edu; Emily
Gaither, entertainment editor at egaither@cs.uah.edu;
Jennifer Sharp, layout editor at sharpjl@email.uah.edu; or
Aletha Pardue, adveristing manager at above number for
more information. Good communication skills and two
hours or less per week required for writers. For assistant
layout editor, person must have experience with either
Adobe PageMaker or QuarkXPress. Hours for assistant
layout editor will be discussed upon application.

Canon BJC-250 Color One bedroom condo
B u y i n g Bubble Jet printer for for rent at Willow
www.expage.com/ sale! $20 negotiable, Pointe. Washer, Dryer,
page/kash4u
call 890-7575 if inter all appliances. Pool
ested, ask for Jemise. and tennis. $425/
month; available Jan.
Guy Friday-Good
1-800-846-9829,
ask
driving record, mech. 201 French text books
apt., Team player & a and learning aids, for Flardwick.
desire to learn on p/t 80%
off.
Call MISCELLANEOUS
basis at Fine Sofas For Dauphne at 726-9937,
Free CD of cool indie
Less.
or 890-6090.
music when you reg
1994 green Eddie ister at mybytes.com,
FOR SALE
Bauer edition, Ford the ultimate website
1995
Mitsubishi Explorer. $8500 or best for your college
Galant ES. 72,000 offer. Call Josh at 890- needs.
New! No Selling or

Crossword 101
Ed

" Millennium Meandering "
ACROSS
1 1920's Yankee legend
5 Building plans
10 1881-1963 John XXIII

14 Labor law inits.
15 Region in the AlpsiVar
16 Seed covering
17 Shakespeare's soon
18 1836 siege site

19 Peddle
20 1901 radio man
22 1960's pop group

24 Roulette bet
25 Class
26 Fanny
1891-1951
29 Substitute:Abbr
30 Sousaphones
34 Take heed
35 Whitney 1765 -1825
36 Almost not
37 News org.
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47

49

50

54

•
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58

59

•
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63

65

•

66

3 God of thunder
4 7776 signer
5 Follows fruit or vegetable
6 Hairlike structures
7 1972 U.S. proposa/Abbr
8 June

17, 1775 Battle of
Bunker Hill, e.g.

9 Blackthorns
10 1822-1895 biologist

CLASSIFIEDS ARE FREE!

40

44

• 46

55

56

57

61

64

67

35 Goof
36

1776 signer Franklin

38 Oral statement:Law
39 Small amount
42 Freud of 1856 to 1939
44 Simon of 1783 to 1830
46 1835 Birth of NY
47 100 cts.
49 Actress

Delia born 1931

11 1980's pitcher Hershiser
12 Heap
13 Building wings

21 Ludwig's 1823"

50 Bert
, Ms. America MC
51 100 yard run
52 Painful sensation
to Joy" 53 Pelvic bones

23 Rose petal aroma
53 Creep away
25 1817 Erie Canal builder
54 Stake
26 Actor Lee 1940 to 1973
55 Master & Mistress lead in 27 Give back
56 Borderlines
28 More slippery
67 1776 seamstress
29 1964 boxing champ
31 1923-1964 Irish author
DOWN
1 Wander
32 Only
2 Coll. established in 1845
33 1871-1909 Irish author

54

55
56
57
60

Advertisement information can be obtained
by contacting Aletha Pardue, advertising
manager, or Lee Jeffreys, sales associate, at
The Exponent by phone, fax or email.

Telephone: 890-6090
Fax: 890-6096
Email: exponent@email.uah.edu

23

25

26

40

61

•
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9

17

38 Gutenberg's 1455 job

Title:Abbr
41 1950's TV star Sid
43 Lifeguard's fringe
44 Bi9
theory
45 Reykjavik money
46 Mortar trough
47 Recipient of a gift
48 1950's Bridge expert
50 Al Gore, for one
31 7885 auto pioneer
54 1610 star gazer
58 Civil rights org. of 1920
59 Zealous

4

ADVERTISEMENT
INFORMATION

1907-1998 cowboy Autry
1990's TV host
Consumes
Barcelona cheers
Musician's job

Quotable Quote

" Youth has no age.
. . . Pablo Picasso

Classified ads in The Exponent are free
for all UAH students, faculty, staff
and alumni. Contact The Exponent,
attention Jennifer Sharp at 890-6090
for more information or bring your
ad by our office in room 104 of the
University Center. You can also con
tact The Exponent office by fax at 8906096, or by email at sharpjl@email.
uah.edu. (All free classifieds ivill run for two
weeks unless otherwise specified.)

The Exponent Staff
Editor-in-Chief: Dauphne Rogers
Advisor: Dr. Clarke Rountree
Layout Editon Jennifer Sharp
Copy Editor: Amy Duggar
Online Editor: Justin Thurman
News Editon Amy Beth Lloyd
Entertainment Editon Emily Gaither
Sports Editon Stephanie Trammel
Advertistising Manager Aletha Pardue
Advertisting Sales Associate: Lee
Jeffreys
Business Managen IvyHubler
Distribution Managen Erion Angjeliu
Chief Photographen Amy Beth Lloyd
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t you're going to be reading. What you're going to pay, however, can be

up to you. That is, if you slip at VarsityBooks.com. At VarsityBooks.com you can save up to 40% on your
textbooks, get them in one

usiness days, and all of this from a Web site that's completely reliable
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